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A pandemic in a digitally connected world can raise
all sorts of challenges. This special-edition newsletter
features COVID-19 updates, campaigns, and the
trends you need to know about to solve your creative
questions.
• How Brands in Pakistan are Responding to
COVID-19 on Digital
• #BeMindFulWithCulligan
- PR & Animation by East River

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

• React with an Emoji to Stay Socially Connected,
Virtually
• 5 Ways People Are Turning To YouTube to Cope
While Social Distancing
- Think With Google
• COVID-19: The Unexpected Catalyst For Tech
Adoption
- Nielsen
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HOW BRANDS IN
PAKISTAN ARE
RESPONDING TO
COVID-19 ON
DIGITAL
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Brands all across Pakistan took the initiative of
spreading COVID-19 awareness among children as
well as adults. Maintaining social distance, boosting
immunity and staying safe and precautious against
the epidemic were the main objectives of these
campaigns.
Lifebuoy was the first to react to the situation, and
has been posting content related to COVID-19 since
February 14. All their content was related to washing
hands and precautionary measures against
COVID-19.
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FOOD BRANDS
Major food brands across Pakistan have used their brand logos to give
out a message regarding social distancing to their followers on social
media. Due to COVID-19, McDonalds took the initiative of posting its
famous arches split apart highlighting social distancing, and so was the
idea followed by Burger Lab, a Karachi based eatery.
Dominos wasn’t far behind with highlighting the importance of social
distancing by using its logo but took one step forward with the “stay
home order in” campaign where you can order without being directly in
human contact.
Cinnabon split its famous cinnamon roll into, two to give a message of
social distancing.
Nando's highlighted how hygiene is important and to wash your hands
with its subtle messaging, post while also taking a hit at KFC with its
finger lickin’ good slogan.
While KFC Pakistan is focusing on asking its customers/followers to stay
home because KFC has them covered with their delivery service. Burger
king has taken the initiative to minimize the foot fall in their restaurants
and to make that possible, they're offering deals if you order in advance
for take away.
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Pizza Hut with a minimalist post showcases how high their hygiene
standards are and how your food does not come in contact with any of
its employees.
Dunkin’ Donuts Karachi started the 50% discount on delivery in
response to the ongoing situation and also with its social media post,
highlighted that the outlets will not be entertaining eat ins due to
COVID-19.
ChopChopWok posted a short video showcasing how they’ve kept
everything in check. From their employees, to the restaurant are
prioritizing hygiene.
PFChangs in its social media posts just highlighted how they’ll just be
taking in orders for takeaways and delivery's no precautionary posts
done for COVID-19.
BaskinRobbins on social media highlighted how the wellbeing of its
customers and employees is of the utmost importantance, and for that
they’ve closed down their outlets until the situation gets better while
asking their followers/customers to stay home.
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FMCG BRANDS
After the social distancing campaign using its logo, Coca Cola in the
Asian region posted about going off air and the advertising budget will
be redirected for relief and response of COVID-19, by helping families
and small retailers.
English Biscuit Manufacturers Pakistan, in a similar manner, took Coke’s
route by redirecting their budgets towards helping the people
suffering from the virus.
Edenrobe, a clothing brand, used one of its newly launched colognes to
show case the importance of social distancing in the ongoing situation.
Pie in the Sky, in order to be part of the ongoing messaging, posted a
generic themed post with a hashtag “StayHomeSaveLives’ and
“SocialDistancing”.
National Foods posted on Instagram, urging the people to unite
together in these hard times and observe the basics like social
distancing etc.
Shan Foods on the other hand used 23th March Resolution Day to give
out a message ‘that it is now our turn to protect the country from
COVID-19 by staying indoors.
Pakistan State Oil posted an informational video describing what
COVID-19 is and what to do if you have the symptoms and how to stay
safe.
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AUTOMOBILES
Toyota Indus posted on Instagram on the 23rd march urging people to stay indoors to stay
safe and to observe social distancing.
Kia Motors Pakistan posted on Instagram with “Park your car” highlighting that you should
stay home and be safe from COVID-19.
Suzuki had an interesting post which consisted of the preventive measures against
COVID-19 and following that, posted video urging people to play their part in the current
situation by staying home and observing social distancing.
Volkswagen urged the Volkswagen family to support each other and the people who are in
need in these hard time.
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TELECOMMUNICATION
“#TelenorSathHai” an Instagram story posted to inform user that due to
certain measures being taken against COVID-19 the response might be
hurdled. Next story focuses on how Telenor is there to keep you in
contact with your loved ones.
Meanwhile, Zong Pakistan on its Instagram post announces that calls on
helplines, hospitals and doctors will be free of charge for all the users.
Ufone Pakistan initiated “Pakistan #TumKheriyatSeyraho” highlighting
there services in these hard times and followed-up by highlighting
protective measure in Urdu against COVID-19.
PTCL posted on Instagram highlighting the importance of social
distancing against COVID-19 followed by a post “think of you parents!”
saying how the dangerous the virus is for the elderly.
Jazz started its Twitter campaign “#JazzCares” after women's day.
Focusing on social distancing and a way to keep safe during the virus. It
includes statements like Darna nahi, bachna hai, which are central to
the campaign.
Their bundles are now specifically catering to WFH, social distancing
etc and tidbits about how to keep the virus at bay by disinfecting in
time.
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FINANCIAL SERVICES
Faysal Bank Pakistan took the religious route by posting about COVID-19 and care through
religious sources, followed by a Carousel Ad which explained preventative measures to be
taken. Apart from the messaging, the brand also introduced more effective ways to bank
online.
HBL, taking a leaf from FBL, pushed the audience’s focus to their Mobile app with video based
content with hashtags #HBLMobile #StayHome #PreventCorona #EverythingYouNeed.
While JS Bank and Standard Chartered took the generic route for messaging and back to their
campaigns.
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INSURANCE
EFU Life Insurance began by putting out a message for Work From Home for its employees and
then lead focus on the symptoms and emergency government numbers to contact. They are now
offering coverage for customers who have been affected, up to PKR 100,000.
Jubilee Insurance went public with a fitness blogger ‘Mantahaa’ who spoke about staying healthy
from home, alongside generic messaging on the virus.
Adamjee Insurance started with an animated message on social distancing, followed by generic
WFH messaging. PAK QATAR spread the message of their health cards and more health
insurance policies.
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TELEMEDICINE
The game changers in our current situation, but not many, telemedicine brands like Dawai.pk
published blogs to spread the message of defense against COVID-19. Targeting everyone,
including some specific categories such as women who are breastfeeding to elderly men who are
more prone to the virus.
Davago launched its free delivery service for COVID-19 and set up special health camps for
advice and to provide vaccines (flu-shots) to customers.
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We are advised to – and should - wash our hands
multiple times a day these days: but at what cost?
Culligan Pakistan, through a digital animation and PR
campaign, raised the very real water crisis issue in
Pakistan, and the corrective measures we can take
to save water while keeping ourselves safe and
healthy.

#BeMindFulWith
CulliganPR & Animation
by East River

Pakistan is currently ranked 3rd for water scarcity
and according to WHO’s insights, the world will run
out of clean water by 2025. Culligan is stepping
forward to raise awareness about the importance of
water conservation, and how to go about it, with
small steps like turning off the tap while cleaning
your hands, only using water that you need, etc.
While the rest of the world takes on the
#StaySafeChallenge and follows the 20-second
hand washing protocol, while they leave tap running,
#BeMindFulWithCulligan and conserve water.

WATCH HERE
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React with an
Emoji to Stay
Socially
Connected,
Virtually

During the current unprecedented situation where
we are asked to maintain a social distance, all
interactions predictably went digital! East River
Pakistan carried out the ‘React with an emoji trend’
on Instagram Stories. We tagged each competitor
brand using a series of stories that would eventually
lead up to the activity, while also maintaining
goodwill with the competitors.
Interwood and TUC Pakistan both took an interest in
this trend, and we created a whole new digital trend
to help the brands stay virtually connected and
spread positivity through different mediums.
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5 Ways People
Are Turning To
YouTube to
Cope While
Social
Distancing
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During the current unprecedented situation where
we are asked to maintain a social distance, all
interactions predictably went digital! East River
Pakistan carried out the ‘React with an emoji trend’
on Instagram Stories. We tagged each competitor
brand using a series of stories that would eventually
lead up to the activity, while also maintaining
goodwill with the competitors.
Interwood and TUC Pakistan both took an interest in
this trend, and we created a whole new digital trend
to help the brands stay virtually connected and
spread positivity through different mediums.
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Challenges arising from the spread of the new
coronavirus (COVID-19) are likely to accelerate the
use of existing and new technologies and tools as
consumers go into lockdowns, millions are forced to
work from home and digital connectivity takes even
more of a hold on everyday habits.
Nielsen expects consumers may have greater
motivations and fewer perceived barriers to more
actively seek technology-enabled solutions to assist
in everyday tasks like shopping. For some
consumers this may be totally new behavior (such
as shopping for groceries online for the first time),
while for others this may mean increased online
usage or the addition of new technology, tools and
software.

Stay tuned for more
East River updates

COVID-19:
The
Unexpected
Catalyst
For Tech
Adoption
READ MORE

You can find us on:
https://www.eastriver.pk/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/eastriverpk/
https://www.facebook.com/eastriverpk
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https://www.instagram.com/east_riverpk/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-u6qP9HtcjIYH8YUvA0fqQ

